
Press On-Off Button and tilt handset slightly forward.5.
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Start treatment by breathing on the mouthpiece or if using 
a mask position mask lightly against face. When treatment is 
completed, press On-Off Button. Then follow proper clean-
ing instructions. 

Connect mouthpiece or mask adaptor to front of 
medication cup.4.

6.

CAUTION: Be sure not to spill medication on the handset. Wipe 
off any medication spilled onto handset immediately as this 
could damage the electronics. 

Slide medication cup onto the handset and
remove mesh vapor disk cap. 
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3.

CAUTION: Never touch the mesh vapor disk with your finger 
or an obejct. 

Remove medication cup. Open medication cup cap 
and load medication as prescribed by physician. 

2.Plug in and fully charge handset. 

Fully charged Not fully charged

1.

Let’s get started
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Let’s get empowered!
For video tutorials, visit aire.health/setup



2. Clean medication cup after each use.

Medication Cup Maintenence

Never touch the mesh with any objects. 1.

Periodically clean the electrical contacts on the handset 
and the medication cup with an alcohol wipe.

3. 4. Never allow medication or distilled water to get into 
the micro USB charge port.
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Let the medication cup air dry and place nozzle cover 
on medication cup. 

4.Press on-off button and empty any remaining distilled 
water .

3.
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15 sec
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2. Slide medication cup onto the handset. Press on-off 
button and run handset for 15 seconds.
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Remove medication cup from handset. Remove mouthpiece or 
mask adapter. Open Medication cup and discard any remaining 
medication after each use. Add distilled water to the medication 
cup.
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1.

Cleaning
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